More clues, More eggs, Solve this riddle if you’re able. Go check where be put our food, this egg is hidden under the ________. 

Table

After all this hunting, we’ll want to eat our fill. Maybe we’ll cook the meat on the _____________.

Grill

You’re doing great, and showing common sense, it divides the yards, the next egg is hidden by the _____________.

Fence

Dig out your gardening gloves and some don’t-mind-getting-dirty pants, the next egg is hidden among the vegetable garden _________________.

Plants

Yell, climb, run in and out. While playing here, you’re not quiet as a mouse. I bet the next egg is hidden in the play_________.

Playhouse

You’re doing great, clever as a fox, The beach is filled with the same stuff as this, we’re looking for the _________________.

Sandbox

This is quite a chase on which you’ve been led. The next place is used for storing outdoor things... the next clue is in the _____________.

Shed

This treasure hunt is getting long. Have we walked a mile? Food scraps turn to dirt in the _________________.

Compost Pile